Why / Waarom / Pourquoi

- Make sure the data of the 3 countries fit into the standard SFERA language
- Check the operation on S-DAS systems
- Make sure it works on the 3 networks (interoperable)
- Compare the native DAS systems

How / Hoe / Comment

1. Check data availability for every country
2. Translate FR / BE / NL data > SFERA
3. Bring the 3 countries’ data together
4. Integrate the data into Opti-conduite DAS (SNCF)
5. Integrate the data into TimTim DAS (NS)

What / Wat / Quoi

2 Days Test
- 1 in passenger coach
- 1 with the driver

Learnings
- Find small defects in the XML standard
- Difficult to collect all the (infra) data from infra managers (sources)
- Current DAS are working with different data